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Remix

= Copy, Transform, Combine
CAN’T A YOUNG MAN GET MONEY ANYMORE?
WEAR MY JEWELS AND LIKE FREAK IT ON THE FLOOR - LL COOL J “ILLEGAL SEARCH” (1990)

WHAT THE F**K ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?

CAN’T A YOUNG MAN GET MONEY ANYMORE?
LET MY PANTS SAG DOWN TO THE FLOOR. - MA$E “LOOKING AT ME” (1998)

WHAT THE F**K ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?

CAN’T A YOUNG N***A GET MONEY ANYMORE?
TELL PETA MY MINK IS DRAGGIN ON THE FLOOR - KANYE WEST (2012)
This video is no longer available due to a copyright claim by WMG.
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Lenz v. Universal
Everything is a Remix
GANDALF STYLE

= 11,000,000 + Youtube Views
OMG

I CAN'T WAIT 2 HEAR THE REMIX!!!